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Splash Pad Comes
to Winamac

n a collaboration with the Winamac Town
Council, the local Utility Department, and a local
family, the town of Winamac welcomed a splash
pad into the community this summer near the
intersection of Logan Street and Adams Street.
Splash pads, which are unique recreational areas
for families that incorporate water showers,
fountains, and sprinklers, have grown in popularity
across Indiana in recent years. Construction on
the Owen Abbott Memorial Parkway splash pad
in Winamac began in May of this year with the
town funding the necessary infrastructure, as well
as bathrooms, landscaping, and shelters around
the facility. The construction for the splash pad
itself was funded by a local family, who notably
lost their 13-year-old child in a traffic accident in
late 2018.
Owen Abbott was a Winamac Middle
School student who was known for his outgoing
personality, sense of humor, and cheerful
demeanor. His love of baseball, football, and
hunting always kept him active, and he was wellknown by the teachers and students at Winamac
Middle School. It was a horrific day for the entire
community when Owen passed away as a result
of a tragic school bus accident.
Since then, Owen’s family has worked
tirelessly to fight for legislation that would add
safety improvements to rail crossings in the state
of Indiana. Additionally, they’ve worked to keep
Owen’s memory alive.
-continued on page 4
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Indiana Municipal Power Agency
Announces New Logo

or nearly 40 years, the Indiana Municipal
Power Agency (IMPA) has provided municipallyowned electric utilities with a wholesale
power supply that is low-cost, reliable, and
environmentally-responsible. This May, IMPA
unveiled a new logo that portrays those values
while visually positioning the Agency for a bright
future of serving all 61 member communities,
including your hometown.
This evolution of the IMPA logo reflects
the transformation of the Agency since its
beginnings in 1983. IMPA’s prior logo spoke to the
Agency’s historic roots of providing electricity
to municipal
e l e c t r i c
communities
throughout
Indiana, first
t h r o u g h
purchased
p o w e r
contracts
with
other
suppliers,
then through a traditional reliance on coal
and natural gas resources. However, in recent
years, IMPA has embraced a transition toward
renewable energy, most notably through the
Agency’s solar program that has established
over 30 solar parks throughout the state of
Indiana. Additionally, IMPA’s service offerings
have expanded dramatically, and the Agency
now serves one community outside of Indiana.
The story of IMPA, while rooted in the
values and ideals instilled by its founders in 1983,
is one of transformation. The new logo identity
speaks to this story, providing a fresh perspective
on the growing and evolving Agency, while still
staying true to IMPA’s core purpose.
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“The IMPA logo has been synonymous
with public power in Indiana for almost 40
years,” commented Raj Rao, IMPA President
and CEO. “Just as the Agency has grown
and adapted throughout the years, it is time
that our logo better reflect the state of our
Agency and the ideals we hold for today and
the future.”
The modified lightning bolt depicted in
IMPA’s new logo—a symbol that has defined
IMPA’s identity for decades—is a nod to the
Agency’s historic logo while giving it a more
progressive feel indicative of the Agency’s
future. The
icon
also
speaks
to
the synergy,
cooperation,
and coming
together of
municipal
electric
communities
in
the
formation of the Agency in 1983. The
colors shown in the icon—yellow, orange,
green, and blue—speak to the diversity of
the Agency’s energy portfolio, including
solar, wind, nuclear, natural gas, and coal
resources. The colors and shape of the bolt
also symbolize the balance that must be
maintained in a diverse power portfolio to
best meet the needs of our member electric
utilities, while also representing the many
utilities that came together in the formation
of the Agency.
As a complement to IMPA’s logo
refresh, the Municipal Power News, the
periodic newsletter customized to each of
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the Agency’s member communities, has also
undergone its own transformation—a complete
redesign. This newsletter’s new composition
mirrors the evolution of IMPA’s logo, pulling
many of the colors from the refreshed icon to
create a cohesive look. IMPA hopes readers
enjoy the Municipal Power News’ change to
a cleaner, more navigable design while they
learn about the latest in utility and community
news.

Ongoing transformation remains on the
horizon—not just for IMPA, but for the entire
electric utility industry. As we look to the future,
IMPA plans to continue growing and evolving
for the better. However, one thing that will
not change is IMPA’s determination to provide
member communities with the same low-cost,
reliable, and environmentally-responsible power
supply that they have come to expect and
deserve.

Protecting Yourself from Utility Scams
Scams impersonating local utilities and requesting payments or personal information
have been reported in Indiana, so knowing how to avoid and elude scammers and
cybercriminals is an increasingly necessary skill. Here are some important tips and facts
to protect yourself, your family, and your information from utility scammers.

Telephone Scams

If someone calls threatening to cut off your power, hang up. Never pay over the phone
in response to a call, especially when you’re threatened with a service disconnection.
Scammers know how to spoof caller ID, so do not trust a number even if it shows the
name of your municipal utility. Your utility will never demand payment over the phone, so
never give personal or financial information to an unsolicited caller.

Fraudulent Emails

Delete all suspicious emails that demand or require immediate action to verify personal
information. Scammers often use the technique of phishing, sending fraudulent emails
impersonating a trusted source, to incite individuals to give out personal or financial
information. Through these emails, scammers try to rouse a sense of urgency in the victim
who will generally be asked to provide sensitive data. If you receive a suspicious email, do
not follow instructions given by the sender or click on any provided links.

Suspicious Third-Party Portals

Scammers are aware that more and more individuals are utilizing web payment portals
to take care of monthly bills and are seeking to take advantage. Some cybercriminals
are directing customers to third party payment websites to steal money and financial
information from victims. If your utility offers an online payment option, be sure that
the website you are using is directly affiliated with the utility. To be safe, contact your
municipal utility and talk to them about the appropriate online payment website.
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Tidbits & Trivia
The Indiana Municipal Power Agency
(IMPA) is a not-for-profit organization
that provides a low-cost, reliable, and
environmentally-responsible
power
supply to its members. IMPA provides
this wholesale power to 61 communities
in Indiana and Ohio, who collectively
make up the Agency’s membership.

Question:
IMPA has been
constructing solar
parks in member
communities
since what year?
Send your answer to
newsletter@impa.com, along with
your name, e-mail address, and
address for a chance to win an
energy efficiency prize pack!

Reader Survey
Is there more about your community that
you would like to know? Do you have
questions about how public power or your
municipally-owned utility works? Would
you like to learn more tips and tricks as to
how you can improve your home’s energy
efficiency?
Reach out to newsletter@impa.com to
suggest topics for future Municipal Power
News newsletters and let us know what
articles you enjoy most, and what you’d
like to see next!
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Owen (center) with his two younger brothers.

Winamac Splash Pad
-continued from page 1

“We felt truly supported by everyone in
Winamac when Owen’s accident happened,”
said Owen’s mother, Britni Fritz. Britni and
her husband Nick donated the money to the
town of Winamac to construct the splash pad
in remembrance of their oldest child. “The
community put together a GoFundMe page
that paid for the entire funeral, they organized a
group who would bring us meals each day, and
they came together during a Memorial Ride for
Owen, as well. Funding the splash pad has been
our way to try and return the favor.”
Community leaders are immensely
appreciative of Britni and her family for their
generosity in honor of Owen. Brad Zellers,
Winamac Town Manager, has been trying to get
a splash pad project off the ground for years.
Now with the proper funding, the project has
come to fruition for the community to enjoy.
“We integrated signage dedicated to
Owen to make sure the splash pad truly carries
on his memory,” said Zellers. “There’s also a
stone structure that we’ve built in that will
exhibit his name. We wouldn’t have been able to
see this project through without Owen’s family
and donations from town residents, and we’re
endlessly grateful for that.”
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Memorial Swinging
Bridge Project

T

The Owen Abbott Memorial Parkway splash
pad also has baseball theming throughout its
design in remembrance of Owen’s love of the
sport, with baseball dumping buckets, bats, and
nets incorporated. A replica of Owen’s baseball
jersey is displayed at the facility, as well. The
memorial is a wonderful addition to the town’s
growing parks and is just the latest improvement
to the community’s recreation areas.

What’s the Word?
Power Grid
noun
The interconnected network that
delivers electricity from generation
resources to homes and businesses.

he Memorial Suspension Footbridge at
Winamac Town Park has been a landmark of
the community since its dedication on July 4,
1923. As a memorial to all who served in the
United States military from the Revolutionary
War to World War I, the bridge has stood tall
for nearly 100 years, surviving several floods,
heavy storms, and even attempted fires. Now,
a local citizen group has come together to pay
homage to the historic structure by illuminating
the bridge with a state-of-the-art, computermanaged lighting system.
Through a fundraising effort that
began in January of 2021 and will run through
December of 2022, this citizen group hopes to
raise $295,000 that will pay for the project and
fund a special 100-year anniversary celebration
in July of 2023. The group plans to host several
large donor events and conduct mail and
email campaigns through this time to collect
funding, and they’ve even launched a website
at www.memorialswingingbridge.com, inviting
everyone to learn more about the project and
the group’s mission.
Individuals who are interested in making
a donation can pay through the website or by
-continued on page 8

Small power grids began popping up in the United States
during the 1880s, but the large, interconnected power grid
as we know it today was not well-established until the
1920s and ‘30s. By the end of these decades, electricity
had become commonplace in American society, as more
than half of the population had access to electric power in
their homes by then. Today, public power utilities like the
Indiana Municipal Power Agency serve 1 in 7 Americans in
more than 2,000 communities across the country.

Town of Winamac
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For a chance to
be featured in the
newsletter and win a
prize, send your recipe
to:
MPN Recipes
11610 N. College Ave.
Carmel, IN 46032
or
newsletter@impa.com

The MUNICIPAL POWER
NEWS is a periodic
publication of the Indiana
Municipal Power Agency
and the 61 communities
that it serves with
wholesale power.
Editor: Niki Dick
Senior Director of
Marketing Communications
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MEMBERS

Correspondent:
Whitney Hicks
Communications Specialist

Cooking Corner
Try these summer sweet treats!

Lemon Lush
Recipe submitted by Belinda Kinder of Anderson, Indiana

- 1 stick of margerine
- 1 cup flour
- 1/2 cup nuts
- 3 cups milk
- 8 oz cream cheese

- 1 cup powdered sugar
- 1 1/2 cups whipped
cream
- 2 packages instant
lemon pudding

Mix margerine, flour, and nuts together and pat the mixture
into a 7x11” pan. Bake at 350° and set out to cool. In a bowl,
mix powdered sugar, 1 cup whipped cream, and cream cheese.
Spread this mixture on cooled crust. In a bowl, mix instant lemon
pudding with milk and add this as another layer to your pan. Top
with 1/2 cup whipped cream and serve.

Peach Cobbler
Recipe submitted by Viola Brickey of Jasper, Indiana

- 5-6 peaches, sliced
- 1 cup sugar
- 2 tbs flour

- 1 egg
- 1 stick butter
- 5 pieces of bread

Preheat oven to 350°. Place fruit in buttered 8x8” baking dish.
Create the crust by slicing each piece of bread into 5 even slices
and placing over the fruit. In a bowl, mix sugar, flour, egg, and
butter. Pour mixture over bread and fruit. Bake for 35-40 minutes
or until golden brown.
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Washington
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Protecting the Electric Grid

n early May, the United States energy
sector encountered distress as Colonial
Pipeline, the largest refined oil system in the
country, was forced to shut down its 5,500mile pipeline due to a cyber-attack. On an
average day, Colonial Pipeline transports
more than 100 million gallons per day of
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and other refined
products from Houston, Texas to the New
York Harbor. Shortly after news of the
cyber-attack and subsequent shut-down
went public, the White House declared a
state of emergency and droves of worried
consumers stocked up on gasoline,
skyrocketing prices throughout the nation
in just a few days.
The cybercrime was reported to be
a ransomware attack, a form of malicious
software that encrypts a victim’s files until
a demanded ransom is paid in full. The
method for a ransomware attack can take
many forms, whether through a fraudulent
link, a destructive attachment to an email,
or simply security holes in an organization’s
network. National industries, companies,
businesses, and individuals can all become
victims of ransomware hacks. It is not known
what method successfully breached Colonial
Pipeline, but the company’s operations
team worked tirelessly to restore service in
just a few days. However, the lasting effect
of the hack on the economy is still being felt
as the nation continues recovering from its
COVID-19 slump.
Following the Colonial Pipeline
crisis, the reliability of the nation’s energy
sector became a hot topic of conversation
in the United States and internationally.
The public power segment of the industry,
which includes your municipally-owned
power utility, monitors potential threats to

electric infrastructure, both in the physical
world and the virtual world. The public
power sector continuously partners with
government officials and organizations,
such as the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission and the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency, to protect
the country’s most critical electric assets
to prevent any breaches from occurring
in the first place. As cybercrime continues
to threaten our most vulnerable systems,
public power utilities deploy mitigation
measures and seek to remain on the
cutting edge of cybersecurity.
Keeping the lights on for municipal
utilities in the United States is of paramount
importance to all public power utility
workers, especially your community’s
wholesale power provider, the Indiana
Municipal Power Agency (IMPA). IMPA
has established risk reduction measures
to combat potential cyberthreats by
educating staff and creating a culture of
mindfulness in the digital world. Since the
release of cyber security standards in 2016
by the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
(NERC),
a
regulatory
authority that ensures reliability within
the United States’ power grid, IMPA has
thoroughly met NERC’s specifications
to protect the Agency’s power assets.
IMPA staff members go through quarterly
security awareness coaching and undergo
simulated phishing attempts on a regular
basis to better train employees to recognize
cyberthreats. Additionally, IMPA partners
with each of its 61 member communities
to share this information on best practices
in the digital world. As a result, IMPA and
your utility both do their part to safeguard
our state’s power supply, and the United
States’ electricity grid at large.
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The Municipal Power News is published
by the Indiana Municipal Power
Agency and the Town of Winamac.
IMPA Commissioner: Brad Zellers

Memorial
Swinging Bridge
-continued from page 5

sending a check to PO Box 14, Winamac,
IN 46996 payable to Memorial Swinging
Bridge Project. Donors can also choose
to purchase individual lights for $50.
Everyone is encouraged to consider
donating in memory or in honor of family
members, friends, or groups, and a light
could even be purchased as a gift for
someone special. Be sure to watch for
opportunities to become involved in fun
events throughout 2021, 2022, and into
2023 for the Memorial Swinging Bridge
Project. Let’s light up our legacy!

